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A book of poetry for the technology industry.



From Babble

Time for technology to cut the jargon?
We work in a sector that is complex and full of products that all need names.
But we’re guilty of using phrases and technical terminology to describe these products 
and it gets in the way of people’s understanding. These innocent overcomplications 
have now become habit.

We asked the great British public which sector was the worst offender when it came to 
unnecessary use of jargon, technology topped the list. 

This might be considered a trivial problem, but it has serious consequences. 

We’re all trying to get fresh talent into the industry. Yet 60% of jobseekers say they’ve 
avoided applying for tech jobs because they were put off by jargon and Technobabble.
It also means businesses delay decisions around technology investments that could 
be saving them time and money, keeping them safer or enabling more flexible ways of 
working. Nearly two thirds (62%) of businesses told us that not being able to under-
stand jargon has led to them abandoning a technology purchase or not using a particular 
supplier.

At Babble, we’ve been as guilty as anyone at occasionally drifting into technobabble. But 
we’re going to make an effort to eliminate it from our business and we’re hoping others 
will do the same.

This is a simple change we can all make, which will make a big difference.
That’s why we’ve enlisted the help of the fabulous poet, Brian Bilston, and created this 
anthology of technobabble poems.

We hope it will be taken in the spirit it is intended: as a chance to collectively laugh at 
ourselves, but also to stop and think about using plainer, clearer language in future.
Enjoy the poems and I would love to hear what you think.

I’m happy for you to reach out, touch-base or take any conversations offline.

Matt Parker 
CEO
Babble
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About Brian Bilston

Brian Bilston has been described as Twitter’s unofficial Poet Laureate. With over 
275,000 followers on social media, including J.K. Rowling, Roger McGough and Frank 
Cottrell Boyce, Brian has become truly beloved by the online community. 

He has published two collections of poetry, You Took the Last Bus Home (Unbound, 
2016) and Alexa, what is there to know about love? (Picador, 2021) with a new one 
on the way, Days Like These (Picador, October 2022).  His novel Diary of a Somebody 
(Picador, 2019) was shortlisted for the Costa first novel award. 

He has also published a collection of football poetry, 50 Ways to Score a Goal 
(Macmillan, 2021), and his acclaimed poem Refugees (Palazzo, 2019) has been made 
into an illustrated book for children.
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They sailed into the meeting room,
one grey and cloudy day.

They spoke a different language
and whatever they would say
was greeted with blank looks or frowns
because no one understood
the strange vocab, the acronyms,
the terms as clear as mud,
the buzzwords and the IT speak,
the arcane technobabble,

all these words which only served
to bamboozle, stump and baffle.

The Jargonauts then sailed off,
and they were left there, all at sea –
in the Gulf of Understanding,
near the Bay of Perplexity.

Jason and the Jargonauts
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IMO, nothing irritates more
in the workplace today
than the Three Letter Acronym –
AKA the TLA.

RMM and MBB,
iOS and SIP,
MSP and PBX,
and all those others
you find in tech –
the list goes on
etc, etc.

Their USP is that they’re concise
but with all that, there comes a price
of misunderstandings
or having to guess –
a TLA means SOS.

IDK, it seems to me
the TLA should RIP.

The TLA is not OK
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All this jargon
I must endure
makes me feel
most insecure.

I sit there feeling
quite non-plussed.
It fills me up
with zero trust.

I hear the words
pass through your lips –
not a single one
can I decrypt.

I listen hard
but cannot catch up.
Sorry to say,
it gets my back up.

How Cyber Technobabble Makes Me Feel
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Having wandered lonely in the Cloud,
I roamed on high with my 5G,
When all at once I heard a crowd
Talking technospeak to me.
And I do confess my brain grew blurred
For I knew not a single word.

They chattered as if they came from Mars,
And their song was one I could not sing,
For they chirruped about CDRs,
MDM and other things,
All these terms they thought I knew –
But sadly, I had not a clue.

And oft, when in my bed I lie,
I recall their talk of sandboxing,
M2M and IMEI,
These strange words I found so foxing,
And their song haunts me in my dreams
For I still know not what it means.

Wordsworth Wonders about the Worth of Words
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And critical to how
might address this unmet

is omni-channel automation
utilise existing capabilities and
robust interconnectivity across

dynamic, multi-collaborative
space, built on interpreted scripting

The Technologists

We
need

to
establish

a
shared

language

The Centre of Contact

nod our heads, fulfilling the
to show that we’re listening but
be honest, we find it hard to
any meaning from what you say
problem that not even this
plate of ginger biscuits and the
of coffee can help us sort out.

The Clients



Uncle Alf, from Aldershot,
a multilingual polyglot,
spoke fifty-seven different languages,
from Hungarian to Cantonese,
He would pick them up with ease
as he travelled round the world.

Their mysteries unfurled
in a matter of minutes –
Croatian, Sanskrit, Spanish, Finnish;
He’d learn one, then rejoice in it –
the glories of Urdu,
the delights of Turkish,
Japanese, Arabic, Igbo, Kurdish,
a smattering of hieroglyphics.
Alf mastered all specifics.

But one language eluded him.
Its complexity excluded him
from ever becoming its master,
his efforts to understand it
always ended in disaster,
its words no more than garbled gabble –
comms department technobabble.

Communication Problems
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Have YOU ever maximized VALUE-ADDED mindshare?
Do YOU know how to aggregate STICKY deliverables
or harness NEXT-GENERATION web-readiness?

If so, Technobabble Inc. is the company for you.
We’re looking for bright, enthusiastic envisioneers
to cultivate scalable vortals, revolutionise
open-source metrics and mystify our clients
through the use of cutting-edge terminology
and a best-of-breed lexicon of synergistic words.

Candidates must be skilled at re-intermediating
holistic functionalities, leveraging frictionless
architectures, and cultivating cross-platform eyeballs.
A knowledge of B2B, B2C, C2B & back 2C markets
is essential, as is the ability to use the word
‘productize’ without irony. Applicants should be
educated to Buzztalk level or Moonshine equivalent.

To apply, submit your CV along with
a digital thought bubble on how you would actualise
the covalent potentialities of our infomediaries
to our web-enabled virtual job hub.

Situations Vacant
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Welcome to the Poem 3.0.
This word-based literary product,
with its friendly context-driven interface,
will meet the needs of content creators
and end-users alike.

A repository for even the most basic of ideas,
the Poem 3.0. has the capacity
to store the widest range of content yet –
from idle meditations on the nature of beauty
through to the unburdening
of the human heart.

Its flexible architecture allows
a diverse array of forms and structures,
including limericks, sonnets, and haiku,
and is fully compatible
with a range of languages, platforms
and anthologies.

Switching from another literary form?
Don’t worry, our Client Relation Chatbots
are on hand to guide your transition –
from optimising omni-channel strategies
to choosing the rhyme bundle
that’s right for you.

Announcing...The Poem 3.0
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Let’s do the needful and take a deep dive
into blue ocean opportunities,
move the needle (but not the goalposts) –
it’s not rocket surgery.

Come with me to the bleeding edge,
squeeze the sponge then circle back.
There are times when you have to head off-piste
if you want to extract the max.

And listen not to the negatrons!
You can’t put lipstick on a pig!
We need to enculturate our learnings,
gain traction and let it drip.

Yes, there will be red flags and pain points,
heavy lifting and project creep
but we need to futureproof our glide path –
come on, let’s take that leap.

Every Meeting Ever
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Communication is about
Using the right words with
The right people so

They can understand you without
Having to look
Everything up in a dictionary.

Communication is also about
Remembering when to follow
An acrostic
Poem’s instructions.

How to Get Your Message Across (and Down)
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Glossary

AKA: Also known as

B2B: Starting with the easy ones - 
business to business

B2C: Business to consumer

C2B: Consumer to business

CDR: Call data record (basically 
what’s said and when)

Cross-platform: Running whatever 
software you’re using, on different 
hardware platforms

IDK: Ok, this one you should get 
already – I don’t know

IMEI: International Mobile Equipment 
Identity. Yep, still doesn’t tell you 
anything does it – this is the code 
given to every mobile phone so 
service providers can spot stolen 
phones

IMO: In my opinion 

Interpreted scripting: A language 
used to create code for computer 
programmes where a piece of tech 
called an interpreter interprets 
(unsurprisingly) the source code

iOS: The mobile operating system 
Apple created, exclusively for its own 
hardware

M2M: Machine to machine (not like 
The Matrix)

MBB: Mobile broadband

MDM: Mobile device management – 
software which allows IT 
administrators to control how staff 
use mobile devices like smartphones 
and tablets in line with company 
policy

Multi-collaborative: Multiple people
collaborating together (yes, we agree, 
you could just say working together)

MSP: Managed service provider – 
where you get someone else (like I 
don’t know, us) to look after your IT 
to save money and get it working 
better

Omnichannel: An omnichannel 
strategy is an approach where 
businesses focus on providing a 
seamless customer journey across 
multiple channels

Open source: Something people can 
modify and share because its design 
is available to everyone in the public 
domain

PBX: Private branch exchange – a 
telephone system in a business that 
switches calls between users who all 
share a few phone lines

Productize: One of the worst 
marketing buzzwords – where you 
develop something to make it 
marketable/saleable to the public

Re-intermediating: Where you 
provide value as a middleman so you 
don’t get missed out

RMM: Remote monitoring 
management – where you remotely 
monitor and manage an IT system

Robust interconnectivity: A real 
humdinger this one – the reliable 
linking of different electronic 
communications networks

Sandboxing: A security mechanism 
for separating running programs, 
usually in an effort to mitigate system 
failures and/or software 
vulnerabilities from spreading

SIP: Session initiation protocol – a 
signalling protocol which means 
voice, messaging, video etc. work 
between two or more endpoints on IP 
networks

SOS: One we hope you’re not familiar 
with - save our souls

Sticky: “Stickiness” is an informal way 
of measuring how well your brand 
resonates with consumers

Synergistic: Creating or involving 
synergy which is the combined power 
of working together

TLA: Three letter acronyms, which 
you’ve probably had enough of by 
now…

USP: Unique selling point

Value-added: The extra value a 
companygives its products or services 
before offering them to customers

Vortal: Sounds like something out of 
Star Trek, but this is a website or web 
page that provides a directory of links 
to information on a particular industry

Zero trust: An approach to designing 
and implementing IT systems where 
devices are not automatically trusted, 
even if they come from a network you 
already trust
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www.babble.cloud


